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Abstr; ;±

Several characteristics o! the neutron piodui lion ;md the hard X ray emission from a Plasma
locus device operating ai 30 k V (6 k.l of sioinj cm rgy) ;uid ai an unusually low pressure range are
presented.

1. Introduction

Plasma Focus (I'F) devices operated with. Deuterium gas filling are interesting sources of X
radiation, neutron and ion and electron beams. The study of the characteristics of such emissions
brings information about the mechanisms responsible for the ion acceleration and on the generation of
fusion reactions. Here we present a systematic study of the neutron production (Y) in the PFII device
with a set of geometrical and electrical parameters which led to an unusually low operating pressure
range with neutron production.

2.1ixucrimeiUal arrangement

The parameters of the device used in this work are the following: capacity of the bank,
13.3 nl-; charging voltage, 3() kV ; total series inductance. 30 nil; electrodes length, 35cm; external
and internal radii, 3.6 :md 1.8 em, respectively. 'I he inner electrode material is OFHC copper,
whereas the outer external electrode is made of 12 equally spaced brass bars , and the insulator (Pyrex
glass) is 5 cm in length and 5.1 cm in diameur. Tic Deuterium filling pressure was varied in the
range 0.1 I mbar.

A standard activation counter was knitted at 90" from the electrode axis to measure Y.
Simultaneously, two time resolved detectors (rise time ~ 5 ns) consisting of NE-102A plastic
scintillators coupled to RCA 6342A phototubes were located at the (F and 90° directions ;ind 4 m apart
from the neutron source, to determine the anis< >trop> (A) of the neutron flux as well us to study the
time evolution of the neutron and hard X ray (mxlut lion. In most of the measurements, a 5 cm thick
lead shield was located ahead of these detectors to .educe the amplitude of the X ray signal. This
shield removes (at least) the photons with energy below 250 kcV from the detectors.

Also, the discharge current 1 (or its nme derivative dl/dt) and the voltage between the
electrodes were registered by means of a Rogov ski l««op and a resistive voltage tiivider. respectively.

3. Results

In Fig. I, (he average neutron yield (<Y ) mi isured as a function of the tilling pressure (Po)
is shown. As can be seen, <Y> presents a maximum at Po ~ 0.2 - ()..• mbar, ;md decreases gently
with increasing Po , becoming negligible for I'o > I mbar. At pressun s lower ilian 0.2 mbar, <Y>
steeply drops, resulting undetectable at Po < 0 ' mbar.
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Fig. I: Average neutron yield vs. filling pressure.
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ID Fig. 2, the average time <in> for the on t̂ oi the nnitron production (t=0 is the beginning
of the discharge) as a function of Po is shown. Note that the variations of <iM> are relatively small
(only 20% while changing Po by a factor of 5), as compared with what is noi inally iound in Mather
lype PI* devices.
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Fig. 2: Average lime for the onset of the neutron production vs filling pressure.

In Fig. 3, oscillographic traces of a photomultiplier signal (up;>cr trace) and dl/dt (lower trace)
arc shown. The hard X ray production time is between 20 and 30 ns (FWHM), whereas the neutron
production lime lies within 150 to 200 ns (FWHM). The time delay between the peaks of both
signals is consistent (within the experimental uncertainties) with the time of flight corresponding to
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2.45 MeV neutrons. In all of Lie in asurcrm'iits (< /or : K) sh^is), nc
shot, between the uni|'liiudes ct'[he > ray sij.1 al ai I the of Y.

orrelanm was found shouo

Fig. 3: Oscillographic traces of a phi >tomi ' lplier signal .upper) nd d l X (lower).

The obtained values for A strongly fliictua d fr n shot ;o shot, independently of the values
of both Y and Po. In Fig. 4 we present the areas ( \ ar! irary units) of the neutron signa! registered
by each phototube (mutually calibrated) as a funeti' i of i .
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Fig. 4: Areas of the neutron signal corresponding to eai > photot
as a fuiu tioii «<! the neutron production.
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(in rbitrai unifc)

T'ie quotient \\ tween u c slo e> o! .no Mraiiiru lines ffrteii by least si,iiare method) gives an
average value for the anisouopy <J , - 2 , mi ;iu.s result should be , ken with caution because the
values of A fluctuate, shot to shoi, l)i-iw--en 1.5 and 3. In view >f this fact, an independent
measurement of <A> was perforniird usinji uie activation detector (i in» ~ 10 shots at 0 s and ~ 10
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shots ;n *>()"). This measurement also yielded < > - ', supporting the results oh:.lined from the
pitolomnltiplier detectors.

I. Imal remarks

The reported d;ua correspond to a sotnew. it rn uliar operating regime for a PF device . The
weak dependence found for <tn> on Po is difflcu to t plain in terms of the "snow-plough" models
<>r Ml ID codes currently used to describe the cun m sl<' nth V inematics. In fact, these models predict
a lime duration for the coaxial stage, tf, proporti nal !•• Po '# , and in normal devices, <tn> ~ tc .
(>ui results for <tn> can be approximately adjusi -d w ,h a Po ' # dependence only by introducing a
I rgc. (oimatiofi time for the current sheaih (~ .3 fis), of the order of <in>- However, another
possible explanation of the unusual dependence >f <tn> on Po could be given in terms of leakage
c incuts circulating in places other than in the cur-ant .sltcath itself, if the magnitude of these currents
arc depnident on Po.lt is interesting to note thai previous studies of the breakdown phase in a PF
device with similar geometry 111 have shown that n this pressure range the plasma forms in a diffuse
region, nearly filling the whole iniereletln.de volume. Although further experimental studies are
rujdircd before giving any definite latenicni on this subject, it seems natural to accept that a diffuse
breakdown could lead cither to a c urrent sheath formation time larger than usual, or to a complex
pattern for the initial current distribution, resulting in a sheath current different from I.

The properties of Y combined with (hose of the X ray production allow us to draw several
conclusions. In fact, the absence ol correlation between the amplitudes of the X ra> signals and Y,
and their very different time durations indicate that the neutrons are not essentially produced by high
energy ( > 250 keV) deiuerons. However, and notwithstanding the large uncertainly in the value of
tiie anisotropy, it is quite clear that the neutron emission is anisotropic, and with fair!; large A values.
This fact can hardly IK* explained by "moving boiler" models |2 | . Therefore, we mus: conclude that a
s ihsiannal fraction of the neutrons should be produced in this device by deuteron beams with
e lergie- smaller than 250 keV. This is coherent with measurements of deuteror beam spectra
performed on another configuration of the Pf; II device | 3 | , whieh yielded a maximu n of the
d jutcron spectrum at .in energy of 130 keV.
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